CertainTeed

Style that lights
up a home —
affordably.

More than a
dozen standard
shapes
More than
150 stock sizes
Custom shapes,
sizes, and combinations

Practical homes take shape with thermal
efficiency, convenience, and dependability.
A circle window adds a unique accent
in a small space.

They are backed by one
of the industry’s strongest
warranties, and supported
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But their real advantage

Save on energy costs.
CertainTeed Architectural
Shapes windows are loaded with features that help
make heating and cooling more efficient. With
honeycomb frames and
sashes, they insulate better
than wood or aluminum,
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Forget maintenance.
CertainTeed Architectural
Shapes windows are virtually maintenance-free.
They will not chip, flake,
rot, or corrode — even in
ocean breezes or city air.
They never need scraping, painting, or puttying.
A quick wash with soap
and water will make them
look like new. Every window is rigorously tested.

Beautiful homes take
shape with personality,
sunlight, and selection.
Geometric windows are
focal points of home
design. They create character that visitors respond
to from curbside or inside.
They enrich a home’s
architecture, and grace
each room with sunlight.
That sounds expensive.
And geometric windows
have been. Until now. For
significantly less than the
price of wood geometric
windows, CertainTeed
Architectural Shapes win-

Trust CertainTeed.
CertainTeed windows
are proven — with more
than 18 million installed
windows across the country.

Thermaflect® Low “E” glass
system — including argon
gas and low-conductance
spacer. It keeps homes
cooler in summer, warmer
in winter, and blocks 87%
of damaging UV rays. All
without distorting the view.

A feature window combination of a half-round mulled to an oriel, and two custombuilt trapezoids adds character to a smaller home.

dows create a look that’s
uniquely appealing.
Further, they deliver
all the value in thermal
efficiency, low maintenance, and durability that
has made CertainTeed
the leading vinyl windows
in America.

Preserve tradition.
Match the original elliptical
transom above a doorway
perfectly. Replace extended
arch windows without
filling and patching.
Whatever the challenge,
CertainTeed Architectural
Shapes windows can be
custom made for exact
replacement, with styling
and details that are faithful
to traditional craftsmanship.
Create an original.
For a new home, remod
eling project, or addition,
choose from more than
a dozen standard shapes
in more than 150 stock
sizes. Or design a custom
feature window. Create
an expressive combination.
The possibilities are almost
endless. And the results
can be extraordinary.

Dramatic lighting. The height of this twin single-hung
topped with a half-round creates a sense of light and space
that makes a small room seem light and airy.

Custom built shapes. Any straight-sided shape, like these
triangles, can be custom-built to complement a feature combination or fill a nook.

A refined look. The subtle curve of an extended arch can
bestow a classic grace on an entire room.

A romantic accent. This gothic arch with a two-stem tracery
grid pattern turns the room from routine to radiant. One-stem
and two-stem patterns are available with flat grids.

Geometric WIndow Features and Options
Argon gas
Thermaflect ®
low “E” coating
Low-conductance
spacer

Color choices. White or tan.
Grids between the glass.
Color-coordinated, sculptured or
flat grids are installed between the
glass panes during manufacturing
for easy glass cleaning.

Energy Star® efficiency. With
CertainTeed’s proprietary Thermaflect®
glazing system with low-conductance
spacer and insulating argon gas,
Architectural Shapes™ windows meet
Energy Star® guidelines in all four U.S.
climate zones.

Shapes and sizes to
match your application.
CertainTeed Architectural
Shapes windows are
available in more than a
dozen standard shapes
and 150 standard sizes,
with a nailing fin for use
in new construction or
remodeling.
Every standard shape
can be custom made, without a nailing fin, for an
exact fit in replacement
applications.
Custom shapes and
sizes are also available
for both new construction
and replacement. The
potential is limitless.
Attractive options to add.
CertainTeed Architectural
Shapes can be ordered with
optional sculptured or flat
grids between the glass.
Standard grid patterns for
windows are pictured to
right. Visit our website at
www.certainteed.com

Choose from a dozen shapes with optional grids.
Half-Oval 1

Sunburst

Oval 1,5

Starburst

Gothic 2

One Stem
Tracery

Colonial
Four Lite

Half-Gothic1

Two Stem
Tracery

Starburst

Half-Round

Sunburst 1

Sunstar 1

Quarter-Round 1

Double Sunburst 2, 3

Circle

Starburst 2

Colonial
Four Lite 1

Starburst 1

Sunburst

Octagon1

Colonial
Nine Lite 1

Colonial
Nine Lite

Elliptical5

Sunburst 2,3

Sunstar

Starburst

Extended Arch

Colonial 1

Cathedral 2

Eyebrow 1

Sunstar 2,3

Sculptured or flat grids between the glass available.
Flat grids between the glass available.
3
Grid pattern available in 56" widths and larger.

Custom

Starburst 1

1

4

2

5

Starburst 4

48" width and smaller sizes have 3 grids.
Available without J-Channel.

Create unique combinations. By combining CertainTeed Architectural Shapes windows from stock or custom with other
CertainTeed windows, you can create a striking feature window to make any style of home more dramatic.

A classical homefront:
A fixed window topped
with a half-round and
flanked by double-hungs.

Contemporary drama:
A pattern of fixed
windows crowned
with custom angles.

A palatial window wall:
Tall fixed windows
topped by quarter-rounds
and a half-round.

A continuous arch:
An extended arch
with elegant, curved
custom flankers.

Architectural Shapes™ windows with the
Thermaflect ® glazing system meet the
Energy Star ® guidelines for thermal
efficiency in all climate regions.
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